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Voice Lessons on CD. This volume concentrates on pure vowel production. Clear examples are given to

piano accompaniment. This is the third CD in Ariella Vaccarino's popular, Voice Lessons To Go series. 52

MP3 Songs SPOKEN WORD: Instructional, SPOKEN WORD: Educational Show all album songs: Voice

Lessons To Go V.3- Pure Vowels Songs Details: Pure Vowels is the third CD in Ariella Vaccarino's

popular Voice Lesson To Go series. Thousands of singers have been practicing with this series of Voice

Lessons To Go. Ariella Vaccarino is a highly demanded voice teacher in Los Angeles California and has

been teaching for 15 years. She is an accomplished Opera singer who attended USC and has sung on

many films. Ariella started the Voice Lessons To Go series three years ago. Her desire was to reach

singers everywhere who for what ever reason could not get private voice lessons. Whether it be due to

the exhorbarant amount of money they cost on a weekly basis, time constraints, or location issues. So

many people love to sing and Voice Lessons To GO makes it easy for anyone to improve and build their

voice. This Volume 3 Pure Vowel CD is a voice lesson compiled of vocal exercises concentrating on the

different vowels we sing and and their proper vocal production. The CD is separated by the vocalises on

ah, ey, ee, oh, oo, and i. This CD is an excellent follow-up to the first 2 volumes. It gives the singer new

exercises to practice and concepts to concentrate on. All for the continuing development of the beautiful,

healthy singing. The first half of the CD is a walk through and explanation by thoughts and examples with

Ariella Vaccarino, Part two is straight piano accompaniment to all the exercises. So that once you master

the concepts you can sing freely on your own without any interuptions.
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